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ABSTRACT

A method has been developed to calculate the torque required to

spin a Small missile to a specified rotational velocityi The origin

of the torque forces is assumed to be a mechanical fixture which uti-

lizes the missile motor exhaust and, therefore, operates as an in-flight

spin mechanism. The essential missile parameters are discussed and in-

corporated in a mathematical treatment which results in algebraic for-

mulae for the calculation of torque.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

F - Net thrust causing tranislatiofte . l.e.4.e bs

T - Net torque causing roain..... ..... lbmft

£Masis moment of inertia about the roll axis of

,the missilei ... ............ii............islugmft2

m mass of missile............... ...... lugs

PO initial mass of missile .... S~ .... lugs

- Time rate of change of the mass of the missile

due to propellant burning ..... o............ slugs/sec

v Velocity of missile.. ......i...........ft/sec

W, Angular velocity..i........... ...............radian/sec

a Distance along path trantsversed by missilei ft

d - Distance missile travels while torque forces

act ......... i........... :..............i......ft

t As Time ........................ i...........i....set

-s Time for the missile to travel the distance

s from its static position on the launcher. set

td Tme for the missile to travel the distance

d from its static position on the launcher sc

t - Thrust, torque, and mass flow rate build-up

time ............................... sec

a Acceleration of missile ..................... ft/se-c/sec

Symbols having subscript c are used to denote constant values of

paamtes. Sybols followed by (t) are uased to deoe~ eednce

of the variables.
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INTRODUCTION

Small missiles are often stabilized by spinning them about their
longitudinal axis. For optimum design of such missile structures, the
torque required to produce a given spin rate must be known. The pur-
pose of this study is to develop a method for calculating the maximum
torque necessary from an in-flight spin mechanism to produce a specified
missile rotational velocity.

in this analysis, it is assumed that a kn, own rotational velocity is
to be attained in the time it takes a missile to travel a given distance
along its path. Torque forces act continuously during this time and
are provided by the exhaust of the motor used for translation. Thus, a
direct relationship between thrust, torque, and translation is establish-
ed. The torque is calculated in terms of the known missile parameters:
initial mass, thrust, propellant mass flow rate, roll moment of inertia
and their time variation,



DISICSSION

In order to simplify the analysis and yet maintain enough generality
so that it is applicable to a large number of cases, certain assumptions
and considerations are made.

First, it is astumed, that the required spin rate is attained very
soon after ignition of the missile motor. That is, the missile simul-
taneou sly reaches a prescribed rotational velocity and translational
distance within a period of time that if of the same order of magnitude
as the thrust build-up time. Thus, thrust build-up time is a significant
part of the total flight time in which we are interested and must be
considered. A linear variation is chosen for thrust during this build-
up period because it simplifies calculation and, in fact, approximates
many actual motor thrust-time traces. After build-up occurs, the thrust
is assumed to remain constant for the duration of flight under consider-
ation.

Secondly, because propellant mass flow rate and thrust are directly
related, they should follow the same form of variation. Therefore, a
linear variation is also used for masS flow rate. It is further assumed
that thrust and mass flow rate have the same build-up period so that they
reach maximum values at the Same time.

Thirdly, because the spin system is to utilize the motor exhaust
to provide the torque forces, it is assumed that torque has the same
"ariatlon as thrust and mass flow rate. Any time lag between maximum

rust and maximum torque is assumed negligible. Therefore, torque has
exactly the same build-up time as thrust and mass flow rate.

The assumptions for thrust, propellant mass flow rate and torque are
graphically illustrated in Figure 1. Note that all three parameters
reach maximum values at time ti and remain constant thereafter.

T F

T . -

ChCt

t! Time

Figure 1. Net Thrust, Net Torque, & Propellant Mass Flow Rate Versus Time
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in addition to the above considerations, all resistive forces,
such as aerodynamic drag and friction between launcher and missile,
are assumed negligible and do not enter into the analysis. Even though
resistive forces might be significant in Some cases, no great restric-
tion is placed on the general method. These forces could be taken into
account, if necessary, by entering the proper terms into the force and,
torque equations of the development in Appendices A and B.

The mathematical treatment results in two equations for the maximum
torque required to produce a given rotational velocity, w, during the
time the missile travels a given distan ce, d. The equation to be used
depends on whether the time, td, required for the missile to reach the
predetermined distance, d, is less than or greater than the torque build-
up time, t1. if td is equal to ti, then either equation may be used.

These equations are (3,8) and (42) in Appendix B:

2i(td) w (td)_
Tmax = dif 0 itd t! 'i

and

Tmax t .. d - , if td t 1. (2)

Values of torque other than maximum may be found by applying equation
(37) or (42) in Appendix B for the proper time interval.

The quantity td, in equations (1) and (2) above, is arrived at
through the use of the following two equations requations (14) and (30)

in Appendix A]

( --F t + Fc _ In " j . t
_ j.. . . 3  j ----- . , t

( c2 2 t c tl" m '- -Fc t - 1  +
s (t) t + Fc In - +

- -a - c ic

V S " InM-0 -C3



Since neither equation (3) nor (4) can be easily solved for t, td cannot
be found explicitly, This was overcome by programming the equations on a
digital computer. (Program in Appendix C). For a given missile, the setof parameters m Q, me, t1 , d, and F- are known. Using these values in the
program and by incrementing time from zero to a time greater than td, theComputer will calculate and print values of distance and the elapsed time.
Then if distance is plotted as a function of time, td may be read fromthe graph with considerable accuracy and can be used in equation (1) or
(2).

The roll moment of inertia, I, of a missile is time dependent and
factors such as missile configuration, propellant grain, and mass flow
rate should be taken into consideration 6when Calculating I at a given
time. I(td) , in equations (1) and (2), is the moment of inertia at time
t and must be found by a separate calculation. Fomulae for mass moment

inertia may be found in handbooks and the method of decomposition canbe used to calculate the moment of inertia of the given missile.

w(td) , in the torque equations, is the predetermined angular velocityto be attained by the missile in time td. This value of W is assumed
known for a given case. Therefore, all values in equations (1) and (2)
are known. The maximum torque can then be found by performing the
indicated mathematical operations.

Appendix D presents an application of the method to an example
problem.



APPEII

The fo~jllowing curves represenit graphicallY the a~ dtim

Variation of thrust, propellant mass flo rae a of han ge of

the mass of the mnissile and the mass Of the missile:

F

FFt

d t~ - -Tithe

Figure 2. Thrust Versus Time

I

Figure 3. (a) Propellant mass Flow Rate Versus Time

Mb Rate of Change of Missile Mass Versus Time
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m

burnout

0 tT

Figure 4. Missile Mass Versus Time

Prom Newton's second, law of motion, we have

= d tmv (5)

in the present app lication, both P and m are time dependent as, showni
in Figures 2 and 4, respectively. For the time interval o t tj
in Figure 2

F(t) = F.. (6)ti

Using equation (6) in equation (5), it follows that

M(t)v t Fc t
fd(mv) =-fF(t)dt = - ftdt;(7
0 -0 t

or after integrating,

m~t)V =t
2
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To evaluate the quantity m(t), Consider Curve b of Figure 3 over
the timie interval o <~ t < tj. The rate of Change of the mass of the
maissile is given by

d t tj (9)

Thenj by separating variables and integrating we obtain

m( t) &-t

fdai = -- ftdt; (0
m0t 0

or

t2

This it the expression for the mass of the missile at any time t in
this time interva. Combining equation (11) with equa&tion (8) gives

= 4s a F~t2  (2

dt t tm cr

which is the equation of velocity in the time interval o < t < t16

The equation for distance as a function of timhe is found by

separating variables in equation (12) and integrating as follows:

S(t) t 2dJ0 da-F 2tlm 0 - m1Ct 2  d

or

s(t) Fc[ ; 1
7 :' in-J.(3

After rearranging, equation (13) becomes

S(t) + -c in= + F- -I ln - -- - (14)

Equation (14) is the relationship between distance and time in the
interval o < t< tl. When t -tl, equation (14) becomes

6(t) - 8(t1 ) + Fct Int 0_________ (5)
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For the time interval t > tl in Figure 2,

F(t) = Fc. (16)

Using equation (16) in equation .(5), it follows that

M(t)v t- t
Jd(mv) = f F(t)dt F- P dt; (17)

or

m(t)v (t tl) + m(tl)v(t1)i (18)

From curve b of Figure 3 over the time interval t > tl,

dinM Mc. (19)

dt

Thus,

m(,t) t
fdm ~~ -- Inf dt; (0

m(tl)

or

me(t 0 m(tl) ' c (t- t!). (1

The value m(tl), in equation (21), can be found from equation (11) by
setting t - t!. This gives

tl
m(tl) mo - - . (22)

Substituting this quantity into equation (21) and simplifying, we
obtain

_t1

m(t0 = o 6c - Wt, (23)

which is the equation for the mass of the missile at any time t in
the interval t > tl.

By combining equation (23) with equation (18) and rearranging we
arrive at

V ds Fc(t - tl) + m(tl)v(t1)v - ,,_ - ,,_ _-: _ --. -: _ (24)
dt t

S+ &C2-
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The factor m(tl)v('tl) can be evaluated by taking the product of
equations (22) and(l2) twith t -tl. This gives

2

Fintally, when equation (25) is combined with equation~ (24), we
haveFt

+ lct (26)
dt ______

which is the equation of velocity in the time interval t > tl.

Now, for convenience of handling equation (26), set the constant

P _M6 + *~ (27)

Then, after separating variables and substituting equation (27) into
equation (26), we obtain

tdt Fc t ld t
ds Fe -(8

The equation for distance as a function of time in the interval
t tj is found from equation (28) by integrating distance from
s~tl) to s (t) and time from tl to t. This gives

I. t p ti

I in) mnc

in ( - -Fctl npict)

+ ln (p im mt1)] (29)

Now, by adding equation (15) to both sides of equation (29),
substituting (27) into (2),ad iplifying, we have

-Fct Fcmo _ Zmo -~l rnt
s ~m) + ln ---- --- ~- -

finc 2m + "t, Z ic

+F (c) lnM

+ F +4C 1(30)

9



This equation gives the distance traveled by the missile beyond
sl(tl) in timhe t, where t > t1.

The acceleration term for the timhe interval a < t < tl, is
obtained by differentiating equation (12) with respect to timei
This gives

a _a _ d i ,c91 (31
t2 (2motl ~nt)

Similarly, differentiation of equation (2,6) gives the' accelerationi
termi for the time interval t > tli The result is

a an s -O (32)
dt 2  (2m0 + rnctl -2rnt) 2 

*(2

10



EQUATIONS -OF ROTATIONAL MOTION

Equations for calculating the torque necessary to produce a
given rotational velocity during the time a missile has traversed
a given distance, d, are developed in this appendix The assumed
time history of the applied torque is given in Figure 5.

T

T(t)

0 ti

Figure S. Torque Versus Time

From the rotational analog of Newton's second law, we have

dt

or

Tdt - d(Ic ). (33)
For the case shown in Figure 5, torque, in the time interval o < t < t1 ,

is given by

T(t) -- T, (34)
tl

By substituting equation (34)into equation (33), we obtain

t t (t) t)
T -. ftdt

ti -a 0



or, after perfarming the integration and rearranging, equation (35)
gives

Then, substituting equation (36) into equation (34),

T(t) --2110-w -- ( t)- (37)
t

which is the expression for torque at any time t when a < t <t 1 .

Now, it it seen that if 0 < t &td < tj in Figure 5, then
T(t) ft (td) Tmaxi Thus, from equation (37), the maximum torque
that multst be reached in time td to provide a rotational velocity,
w(td), is given by

2I~td) W(td) , 38
td

if o < td < tj and torque varies as in Figure 5.

For the time interval t -5tl

T(t) = Tc. (39)

Applying equation (33) to this case and including the effect of torque

throughout the interval o < t <tl, we obtain

t f dt + T, f d( (40)
0 tl

After performing the integration and rearranging, we have

Tc =2t)( (41)
2t -j

Now, it is seen that if t Ptd tl in Figure 5, then

Thus, from equation (41), the maximum torque that m~ust be reached in
time td to provide a rotational velocity w.(td) is given by

T(t) =Tmax 1t) Ld
itd -tl (42)

if td k tl and torque varies as in Figure 5.

12



IM P ORTUN JCOMJ tERP&OGRA

The purpose of this progr~am, iB to obtain data for plottitng
transl9,ational distance, velocity, and, acceleration as functiorns of
tithei The plot of distance versus time may be used for finding td
as outlined in the DISGUSSION. The velocity and accelerationi plots
are not used in the miethod for calculating torque and aire included
only for completeness.

Equations expressing the relationship of distance, velocity,
and acceleration with time are taken from Appendix A. *They are as
follows:

For the timie interval o <c t < t1.

8,( t) -- ct ; 4 o in (14-+ V (me) 3  Vimot1 tj7 14

V -- F~t (12)

2mo tl *tct

4Fcmotlt
af (31)

(2moti mctZ)2

And for the time interval t > ti.

-Fc~t Fcmfo I 2mo c Ict 1
s~) -+ ln I - ------- 5(30)

(m)02m + tmctl - 2imct/

+ot Fla.V'im +;;C--f

c

2

a 4Fc%0 (32)
( mo -ctl ;t

13



The computer program is written, in Fortran language with format
control and intended for use on an IBM 1620 digital computer with type-
writer output capability. Since it is desirable to have the print out
data in conventional form, all quantities are programed in, floating
point mode. The following floating point symbols are used:

A =m o  DD increment of D

B = m% DX increment of Xc

T F D = increment of T

X t DMAX = maximumD

D =t TMAX = maximum T

SD d

To allow investigation of several cases for one missile configuration,
the program requires that input data include values for incrementing net
thrust, DT, and net thrust build~up time, DD. These values are set equal
to zero when only one case is considered. Also, input data must include

the maximum thrust build-up time, DMAX, and the maximum thrust, THAX, that
is to be considered for a single configuration. For proper program oper-

ation, DX, the time increment at which calculations are to be made, must

be of such value that a multiple of DX equals D. Other input data may be

determined by comparing the READ statements of the program to the above
list of floating point symbols. Sense Switch "One" is programmed "on" to
permit a complete change of input data corresponding to a change in missile

configuration.

Control statements are written into the program so that the computer
automatically selects the correct equation for calculating distance, veloc-

ity, and acceleration. This is done by checking the total elapsed time
against the build-up time after each time increment, DX, has been added.

If t tj and s d, the program will make calculations using equations
(14), (12),and (31) of Appendix A. If s > d at some point in the time

interval o 5 t I t, the computer will stop. If, however, s " d when

t = ti, the computer will begin Calculating with equations (30), (26),and

(32) Of Appendix A, and continue operation until the condition, s = d + 2 feet,
is satisfied,

Data output of thrust, thrust buildmup time, elapsed time, distance,
velocity and acceleration is printed in columnar form. Column headings
are automatically printed out by the computer typewriter. A copy of the
Complete prohram follows:

14



OT MUST F 1,F SUCH VALUE THAT A :MUILTIPLE OF OT EQUALS

149 FrRMAT (49H T I ti D ISTANCE VFLOC I TY AC C ELtR
AT ICN )

1 50 !FOrM'AT(F7.4,F7.Lf,F9.2, F7.2 ,F6.3,F9.3)
151 FOrP~1-AT(F6. 3,F5 .3,F5.,3,F S..3 ,F9.2)
152 FrR11AT(F 9.2)
153 FS!RMAT(F5.3)
154 FrrIMAT(rll1.4,r1 1.4,Fl3.4,F14.4)
156 rfORMAT(F9.2,Fl2.2)

25 PEAD 150,X,mXTD, S
R 'EAD 151,rAD,DMAX~TmAX

4 PRINT 152,T
3 P INT 15 3, 0

PRINT 149,
2 \PZ4=T*X*X

\IF(= 2.O*fl*A - **

AC- 4.0*0*A*T*X
AC=-AC/ (VFR*Vf)
EF ( 2 i*A)*p)

G=( E+F)/ F-F)
I F(G)9,9,22

9 PR INT 156, T, T
GO Tr 12

22 G=LaG(G

H=H**.5
SA-- T*X/ P+T* (H*G)
I F (XD) 8,7, 7

7 PRIHT 154,X,SA,Vr,AC
IF( SA-S)910, 90 ,60

8 PIRINT 154,X,SA,VC,AC
SS=SD+2iO
IF( SA SS )12, 60, 60

12 X--X+DX
GO, TO 2

90 VZ=- (2.0*T*X) - (T*D)
1Y= 2.0*A + *0 2..0*R*X
\/Z= VZ/\IY
EC=4 .0*A*T
E B --V Y*V\1\Y
FC= EC/EB

P=L4§G(P)
S=S+(T*A/B**2. )*P+SA

IF(SERSE SWITCH 1)25,21

1 5



21 P[UNT 154 ,x,s vZFc
50 IF (S-SS)5Oo,0,6050X=X+DX
,G Tr 90

60, VF(D RIAX)4,3o 30

30 IF (T TmAx)20O0, oo.
200 T T+IDT

DX-0Mxp
GXe0 T.4

100 PAUS E
GS Tea 25
F ND

16



APPYN__D!_

ANILLU STRATIE EXAMLE

To illustrate the method for computing the maximum value of torque
required of an inflight spin mechanism in producing a certain diStance
dependent missile spin rate, the following example is presented:

PROBLEM:

A missile, with an initial mass of 0M327 slugs, must be accelerated
to an angular velocity of 800 radians per second in the time required for
the missile to travel 3 2/3 feet from the static position on its launcher.
The motor supplies a constant net thrust of 4208 pounds after a linear
build-up in 0.02 seconds. The propellant mass flow rate reaches a value
of 0.545 slugs per second in 0.02 seconds and remains constant thereafter.
Determine the maximum torque necessary to produce the required angular
velocity.

SOLUTION:

The given data is:

mo  0.327 slugs F 4208 pounds

mc 0.545 slugs/sec ti 0.02 seconds

d = 3.667 feet w(td)= 800 radians/sec

The computer program in Appendix C may be employed to obtain the data
listed in Table i. A plot of the distance versus time values yield's the
curve of Figure 6.

17



TABLE I

1620 COMPUTER DATA PRINTOUT FOR EXAMPLE PROBLEM

F 4208 pouh~d

.020 stesords

T~e(sec) Distanace- (t) ve1lcIuy (f t a C) At-clr~t-i'Of (ftSeC 2)

.000.0000 .0000 .000

.0025 .0015 2.0112 1605.4007

.0050 .0133 8i0512 3223.8381

.0075 .A452 18.1388 4848.3880

o0100 .1074 32.30'58 6488.2065

.0125 .2101 50.5969 8148.5689

.0150 .3639 M30703 9834.9162

.0175 .5791 99.7979 11552.8960

.0200 .8665 130.8661 13308.4190

.0200 .8665 130.8661 13308.4180

.0225 1.2353 164.2787 1342149220

.025:0 1.6881 197.9769 13536r8850

.0275 2.2253 231.9644 13653.3300

.0300 2.8478 266.2448 1377112850

.0325 3.58300.8221 13890.7750

.0350 4.3523 355.7000 14011.8270

.0375 5.2353 370.8825 14134.4690

.0400 6.2071 406.3737 14258.7270
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The time, td, required for the missile to travel the distance d,
can be read from the absissa of Figure 6 as i0328 seconds, Since this
value of td is greater than t1 (.02 seconds), equation (41) in Appendix
B is used to compute the maximum torque:

2 td -t

in practice, the moment of inertia, I(td), must be calculated
before equation (41) can be applied. This will require a knowledge
of the missile configuration, propellant grain, mass flow rate, and
other pertinent factors. To complete. the example, assume that the
calculation gives I(td) u 2.458 x 104 3 SlUg -ft2 . Then, applying
equation (41),

2 (2,458 x l0r3 slug f£2 ) (800 rad/sec)
2 (.0328 set)- .02 sec

Tm x -86.245 ft-ibs. - 1035 Lnch-lbs,

which is the maximum torque necessary to produce a spin rate of 800
rad/sec for this hypothetical missile.

20
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